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Abstract
We study the problem of achieving reliable communication with quiescent algorithms (i.e., algorithms that
eventually stop sending messages) in asynchronous systems with process crashes and lossy links. We first show
that it is impossible to solve this problem without failure detectors. We then show how to solve it using a new
failure detector, called heartbeat. In contrast to previous failure detectors that have been used to circumvent
impossibility results, the heartbeat failure detector is implementable, and its implementation does not use
timeouts. These results have wide applicability: they can be used to transform many existing algorithms that
tolerate only process crashes into quiescent algorithms that tolerate both process crashes and message losses.

This can be applied to consensus, atomic broadcast, -set agreement, atomic commitment, etc.
The heartbeat failure detector is novel: besides being implementable without timeouts, it does not output
lists of suspects as typical failure detectors do. If we restrict failure detectors to output only lists of suspects,
quiescent reliable communication requires  [ACT97a], which is not implementable. Combined with
the results of this paper, this shows that traditional failure detectors that output only lists of suspects have
fundamental limitations.

1 Motivation
This paper introduces heartbeat, a failure detector that can be implemented without timeouts, and shows how it
can be used to solve the problem of quiescent reliable communication in asynchronous message-passing systems
with process crashes and lossy links.
To illustrate this problem consider two processes, a sender  and a receiver  , connected by an asynchronous
bidirectional link. Process  wishes to send some message  to  . Suppose first that no process may crash, but
the link between  and  may lose messages (in both directions). If we put no restrictions on message losses it is
obviously impossible to ensure that  receives  . An assumption commonly made to circumvent this problem is
that the link is fair: if a message is sent infinitely often then it is received infinitely often.
With such a link,  could repeatedly send copies of  forever, and  is guaranteed to eventually receive  . This
is impractical, since  never stops sending messages. The obvious fix is the following protocol: (a)  sends a
copy of  repeatedly until it receives   from  , and (b) upon each receipt of  ,  sends   back to  .
Note that this protocol is quiescent: eventually no process sends or receives messages.
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The situation changes if, in addition to message losses, process crashes may also occur. The protocol above still
works, but it is not quiescent anymore: for example, if  crashes before sending  , then  will send copies
of  forever. Is there a quiescent protocol ensuring that if neither  nor  crashes then  eventually receives  ?
It turns out that the answer is no, even if one assumes that the link can only lose a finite number of messages.
Since process crashes and message losses are common types of failures, this negative result is an obstacle to
the design of fault-tolerant distributed systems. In this paper, we explore the use of unreliable failure detectors
to circumvent this obstacle. Roughly speaking, unreliable failure detectors provide (possibly erroneous) hints
on the operational status of processes. Each process can query a local failure detector module that provides
some information about which processes have crashed. This information is typically given in the form of a
list of suspects. In general, failure detectors can make mistakes: a process that has crashed is not necessarily
suspected and a process may be suspected even though it has not crashed. Moreover, the local lists of suspects
dynamically change and lists of different processes do not have to agree (or even eventually agree). Introduced
in [CT96], the abstraction of unreliable failure detectors has been used to solve several important problems
such as consensus, atomic broadcast, group membership, non-blocking atomic commitment, and leader election
[BDM97, DFKM96, Gue95, LH94, SM95].
Our goal is to use unreliable failure detectors to achieve quiescence, but before we do so we must address the
following important question. Note that any reasonable implementation of a failure detector in a message-passing
system is itself not quiescent: A process being monitored by a failure detector must periodically send a message to
indicate that it is still alive, and it must do so forever (if it stops sending messages it cannot be distinguished from
a process that has crashed). Given that failure detectors are not quiescent, does it still make sense to use them as
a tool to achieve quiescent applications (such as quiescent reliable broadcast, consensus, or group membership)?
The answer is yes, for two reasons. First, a failure detector is intended to be a basic system service that is shared
by many applications during the lifetime of the system, and so its cost is amortized over all these applications.
Second, failure detection is a service that needs to be active forever — and so it is natural that it sends messages
forever. In contrast, many applications (such as a single RPC call or the reliable broadcast of a single message)
should not send messages forever, i.e., they should be quiescent. Thus, there is no conflict between the goal of
achieving quiescent applications and the use of a (non-quiescent) failure detection service as a tool to achieve this
goal.
How can we use an unreliable failure detector to achieve quiescent reliable communication in the presence of
process and link failures? Consider the Eventually Perfect failure detector  [CT96]. Intuitively,  satisfies
the following two properties: (a) if a process crashes then there is a time after which it is permanently suspected,
and (b) if a process does not crash then there is a time after which it is never suspected. Using  , the following
obvious algorithm solves our sender/receiver example: (a) while  has not received   from  , it periodically
does the following:  queries  and sends a copy of  to  if  is not currently suspected; (b) upon each receipt
of  ,  sends   back to  . Note that this algorithm is quiescent: eventually no process sends or receives
messages.
In [ACT97a], Aguilera et al. show that among all failure detectors that output lists of suspects,  is the weakest
one that can be used to solve the above problem.1 Unfortunately,  is not implementable in asynchronous
systems with process crashes (this would violate a known impossibility result [FLP85, CT96]). Thus, at a
first glance, it seems that achieving quiescent reliable communication requires a failure detector that cannot be
implemented. In this paper we show that this is not so.
1

See [CHT96] for the concept of “weakest” for failure detectors.
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2 The Heartbeat Failure Detector
We will show that quiescent reliable communication can be achieved with a failure detector that can be implemented
without timeouts in systems with process crashes and lossy links. This failure detector, called heartbeat and
denoted  , is very simple. Roughly speaking, the failure detector module of  at a process outputs a vector
of counters, one for each neighbor ! of . If neighbor ! does not crash, its counter increases with no bound.
If ! crashes, its counter eventually stops increasing. The basic idea behind an implementation of  is the
obvious one: each process periodically sends an I-am-alive message (a “heartbeat”) and every process receiving
a heartbeat increases the corresponding counter.2
Note that  does not use timeouts on the heartbeats of a process in order to determine whether this process has
failed or not.  just counts the total number of heartbeats received from each process, and outputs these “raw”
counters without any further processing or interpretation.
Thus,  should not be confused with existing implementations of failure detectors (some of which, such as those
in Ensemble and Phoenix, have modules that are also called heartbeat [vR97, Cha97]). Even though existing
failure detectors are also based on the repeated sending of a heartbeat, they use timeouts on heartbeats in order
to derive lists of processes considered to be up or down; applications can only see these lists. In contrast, 
simply counts heartbeats, and shows these counts to applications.
A remark is now in order regarding the practicality of  . As we mentioned above,  outputs a vector of
unbounded counters. In practice, these unbounded counters are not a problem for the following reasons. First,
they are in local memory and not in messages — our  implementations use bounded messages (which are
actually quite short). Second, if we bound each local counter to 64 bits, and assume a rate of one heartbeat per
nanosecond, which is orders of magnitude higher than currently used in practice, then  will work for more
than 500 years.



can be used to solve the problem of quiescent reliable communication and it is implementable, but its counters
are unbounded. Can we solve this problem using a failure detector that is both implementable and has bounded
output? [ACT97a] proves that the answer is no: The weakest failure detector with bounded output that can be
used to solve quiescent reliable communication is #" .

Thus, the difference between  , whose output is unbounded, and existing failure detectors, whose output is
bounded, is more than “skin deep”. The results in this paper combined with those of [ACT97a], show that
failure detectors with bounded output (including those that output lists of processes) are restricted in power and/or
applicability.

3 Outline of the Results
We focus on two types of reliable communication mechanisms: quasi reliable send/receive and reliable broadcast.
Roughly speaking, a pair of send/receive primitives is quasi reliable if it satisfies the following property: if
processes  and  are correct (i.e., they do not crash), then  receives a message from  exactly as many times as
 sent that message to  . Reliable broadcast [HT94] ensures that if a correct process broadcasts a message  then
all correct processes deliver  ; moreover, all correct processes deliver the same set of messages.
We first show that there is no quiescent implementation of quasi reliable send/receive or of reliable broadcast in
a network with process crashes and message losses. This holds even if we assume that links can lose only a finite
number of messages.
We then show how to use failure detectors to circumvent the above impossibility result. We describe failure
2

As we will see, however, in some types of networks the actual implementation is not entirely trivial.
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Figure 1: Examples of the simple and general network cases
detector  , and show that it is strong enough to achieve quiescent reliable communication, but weak enough to
be implementable, in each one of the following two types of communication networks. In both types of networks,
we assume that each correct process is connected to every other correct process through a fair path, i.e., a path
containing only fair links and correct processes.3 In the first type, all links are bidirectional and fair (Fig. 1a). In
the second one, some links are unidirectional, and some links have no restrictions on message losses, i.e., they are
not fair (Fig. 1b). Examples of such networks are networks that contain several unidirectional rings that intersect.
For each network type, we first describe quiescent protocols that use  to solve quasi reliable send/receive
and reliable broadcast, and then show how to implement  . For the first type of networks, a common one in
practice, the implementation of  and the reliable communication protocols are very simple and efficient. The
algorithms for the second type are significantly more complex.
We also briefly consider two stronger types of communication primitives, namely, reliable send and receive, and
uniform reliable broadcast, and give quiescent implementations that use  . These implementations assume
that a majority of processes are correct (a result in [BCBT96] shows that this assumption is necessary).
We then explain how  can be used to easily transform many existing algorithms that tolerate process crashes
into quiescent algorithms that tolerate both process crashes and message losses (fair links). This transformation
can be applied to the algorithms for consensus in [Ben83, Rab83, BT85, CMS89, FM90, AT96, CT96], for
atomic broadcast in [CT96], for -set agreement in [Cha93], for atomic commitment in [Gue95], for approximate
agreement in [DLP $ 86], etc.

Finally, we show that  can be used to extend the work in [BCBT96] to obtain the following result. Let " be a
problem. Suppose " is correct-restricted (i.e., its specification refers only to the behavior of correct processes) or
a majority of processes are correct. If " is solvable with a quiescent protocol that tolerates only process crashes,
then " is also solvable with a quiescent protocol that tolerates process crashes and message losses. 4
To summarize, the main contributions of this paper are:
3
4

This assumption precludes permanent network partitioning.
The link failure model in [BCBT96] is slightly different from the one used here (cf. Section 11).

4

1. This is the first work that explores the use of unreliable failure detectors to achieve quiescent reliable
communication in the presence of process crashes and lossy links — a problem that cannot be solved
without failure detection.
2. We describe a simple and implementable failure detector  that can be used to solve this problem.
3.



4.



can be used to extend existing algorithms for many fundamental problems (e.g., consensus, atomic
broadcast, -set agreement, atomic commitment, approximate agreement) to tolerate message losses. It can
also be used to extend the results of [BCBT96].

is novel: it is implementable without timeouts, and it does not output lists of suspects as typical failure
detectors do [BDM97, CT96, Gue95, GLS95, LH94, SM95]. The results of this paper, combined with those
in [ACT97a], show that lists of suspects is not always the best failure detector output. 5

Reliable communication is a fundamental problem that has been extensively studied, especially in the context of
data link protocols (see Chapter 22 of [Lyn96] for a compendium). Our work differs from previous results by
focusing on the use of unreliable failure detectors to achieve quiescent reliable communication in the presence of
process crashes and link failures. The work by Basu et al. in [BCBT96] is the closest to ours, but their protocols
do not use failure detectors and are not quiescent. In Section 11, we use  to extend the results of [BCBT96]
and obtain quiescent protocols.
The paper is organized as follows. Our model is given in Section 4. Section 5 defines the reliable communication
primitives that we focus on. In Section 6, we show that, without failure detectors, quiescent reliable communication
is impossible. To overcome this problem, we define heartbeat failure detectors in Section 7, we show how to use
them to achieve quiescent reliable communication in Section 8, and show how to implement them in Section 9.
In Section 10, we consider two stronger types of communication primitives. In Section 11, we explain how to use
heartbeat failure detectors to extend several previous results. In Section 12, we mention a generalization of our
results for the case where the network may partition. A brief discussion of protocol quiescence versus protocol
termination concludes the paper.

4 Model
We consider asynchronous message-passing distributed systems in which there are no timing assumptions. In
particular, we make no assumptions on the time it takes to deliver a message, or on relative process speeds.
Processes can communicate with each other by sending messages through the network. We do not assume that
the network is completely connected or that the links are bidirectional. The system can experience both process
failures and link failures. Processes can fail by crashing, and links can fail by dropping messages.
To simplify the presentation of our model, we assume the existence of a discrete global clock. This is merely a
fictional device: the processes do not have access to it. We take the range % of the clock’s ticks to be the set of
natural numbers.

4.1

Processes and Process Failures

The system consists of a set of & processes, Π ')( 1 *,+-+-+,*.&0/ . Processes can fail by crashing, i.e., by prematurely
halting. A failure pattern 1 is a function from % to 2Π , where 1234 denotes the set of processes that have
crashed through time 3 . Once a process crashes, it does not “recover”, i.e., 563 : 1738:9;173=< 1  . We define
5
The authors of [CHT96] anticipated this possibility: they put no restrictions on the output of unreliable failure detectors when they
determine the weakest one necessary to solve consensus.
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> ?A@CBADFEAG H1IJ'LKMONQPR1234 and >AST? ?8EA>-U H1I=' Π V > ?A@TBADEAG W1# . If YX >,?8@TBADFEAG H1#
in 1 and if X >AST? ?8EA>-U H1I we say is correct in 1 .
4.2

we say crashes (or is faulty)

Links and Link Failures

Some pairs of processes in the network are connected through unidirectional links. If there is a link from process
\ we say that ! is a neighbor of . The set
to process ! , we denote this link by Z[! , and if, in addition, !]'^
of neighbors of is denoted by _ E `baTDdc4ST? e .

With every link ]Zf! we associate two primitives: sendgCh iC and receiveih gF . We say that process sends
message  to process ! if invokes sendgCh iC . We assume that if is correct, it eventually returns from this
invocation. We allow process to send the same message  more than once through the same link. We say that
process ! receives message  from process if ! returns from the execution of receive iAhgd . We describe a
link ]Zf! by the properties that its sendgCh i and receiveih g primitives satisfy. We assume that links do not create
messages, i.e., every link Zj! in the network satisfies:

k

Integrity: For all l 1, if ! receives 

from R times, then previously sent 

to ! at least

times.

A lossy link can fail by dropping messages. A link mZn! is fair if sendgCh i and receive iAhg satisfy Integrity and:

k

4.3

Fairness: If ! is correct and sends 
number of times.

to ! an infinite number of times, then ! receives 

from an infinite

Network Connectivity

A path e 1 *,+-+,+-*poT is fair if processes 1 *-+,+-+ *qro are correct and links 1 Zf 2 , +,+-+ , ro-s 1 Zfro are fair. We
assume that every pair of distinct correct processes is connected through a fair path. Without loss of generality,
we can assume that this path is simple (i.e., no process appears twice in that path).

4.4

Failure Detectors

Each process has access to a local failure detector module that provides (possibly incorrect) information about
the failure pattern that occurs in an execution. A process can query its local failure detector module at any time.
A failure detector history t with range u is a function from Π vY% to u . twe0*x38 is the output value of the
failure detector module of process at time 3 . A failure detector y is a function that maps each failure pattern
1 to a set of failure detector histories with range uRz (where u{z denotes the range of failure detector outputs
of y ). ymH1I denotes the set of possible failure detector histories permitted by y for the failure pattern 1 . We
stress that the output of a failure detector depends only on the failure pattern 1 ; it cannot depend on the behavior
of applications. This means that failure detectors can neither obtain feedback from applications nor be used by
applications to transmit information in any manner.
As an example, consider a Strong failure detector y [CT96]. Each failure detector module of y outputs a set of
processes that are suspected to have crashed, i.e., u]z|' 2Π . y satisfies the following two properties:

k

Strong Completeness: Eventually every process that crashes is permanently suspected by every correct
process. More precisely:

51}*x5t~X{yH1#,*8 3X%{*W5X > ?A@CBADFEAG H1I *
5!IX >AST? ?8EA>,U H1#,*W563xp3 : XtwH!*.3Wq
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k

Weak Accuracy: Some correct process is never suspected. More precisely:

51}*W5t XymH1I A* QX >AST? ?8EA>-U H1I *
563Xm%*x5!:X Π 
V 1238 : XmtwH! *x38
The class of all failure detectors that satisfy the above two properties is denoted  .

Let  be a class of failure detectors. An algorithm solves a problem using  if it can solve this problem using any
yXR . An algorithm implements  if it implements some yX] .

5 Quiescent Reliable Communication
In this paper, we focus on quasi reliable send and receive and reliable broadcast, because these communication
primitives are sufficient to solve many problems (see Section 11.1). We also briefly consider stronger types of
communication primitives — reliable send and receive, and uniform reliable broadcast — in Section 10.

5.1

Quasi Reliable Send and Receive

Consider any two distinct processes  and  . We define quasi reliable send and receive from
two primitives, send 4h  and receiveh  , that must satisfy Integrity and the following property:

k

Quasi No Loss6 : For all Rl 1, if both  and  are correct and  sends 
 from  at least times.



to



in terms of

to  exactly times, then  receives

Note that Quasi No Loss together with Integrity implies that for all Rl 0, if both  and  are correct and  sends
 to  exactly times, then  receives  from  exactly times.
We want to implement quasi reliable send/receive primitives using the (lossy) send/receive primitives that are
provided by the network. In order to differentiate between these two, the first set of primitives is henceforth
denoted by SEND/RECEIVE, and the second one, by send/receive. Informally, an implementation of SEND 4h 
and RECEIVEh  is quiescent if a finite number of invocations of SEND 8h  cause only a finite number of
invocations of sends throughout the network.

5.2

Reliable Broadcast

Reliable broadcast [BT85] is defined in terms of two primitives: broadcast  and deliver  . We say that
process broadcasts message  if invokes broadcast  . We assume that every broadcast message  includes
the following fields: the identity of its sender, denoted B,E _ GE,?  , and a sequence number, denoted B,EA  .
These fields make every message unique. We say that ! delivers message  if ! returns from the invocation of
deliver  . Primitives broadcast and deliver satisfy the following properties[HT94]:

k
k

Validity: If a correct process broadcasts a message  , then it eventually delivers  .

k
6

Agreement: If a correct process delivers a message  , then all correct processes eventually deliver  .
Uniform Integrity: For every message
previously broadcast by B,E _ GE ?  .



, every process delivers



at most once, and only if

A stronger property, called No Loss, is used in Section 10.1 to define reliable send and receive.
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was

For every process :

1
2

To execute broadcast  :
deliver 
for all !:XY_ E,`baCDc4ST? e do SENDgCh i
return

3
4
5
6
7



upon RECEIVEgCh i- do
if has not previously executed deliver  then
deliver 
for all !:X_ E `qaCDc4ST?  do SENDgCh iQ

8
9
10
11

Figure 2: Quiescent implementation of reliable broadcast using a quiescent implementation of SEND and
RECEIVE primitives between neighbors

We want to implement reliable broadcast using the (lossy) send and receive primitives that are provided by the
network. Informally, an implementation of reliable broadcast is quiescent if a finite number of invocations of
broadcast cause only a finite number of invocations of sends throughout the network.

5.3

Relation between Reliable Broadcast and Quasi Reliable Send and Receive

From a quiescent implementation of quasi reliable send and receive one can easily obtain a quiescent implementation of reliable broadcast, and vice versa.
Remark 1 From any quiescent implementation of reliable broadcast, we can obtain a quiescent implementation
of the quasi reliable primitives SENDgCh i and RECEIVE ih g for every pair of processes and ! .
The implementation is trivial: to SEND a message  to ! , simply broadcasts the message  'w*q0*A!*86
using the given quiescent implementation of reliable broadcast, where B,E _ GE,? H' and B,EA H' , a
sequence number that has not used before. Upon the delivery of **A!*A , a process  RECEIVEs  from
if '! , and discards  otherwise. This implementation of SENDgCh i and RECEIVE ih g is clearly correct and
quiescent.
Remark 2 Suppose that every pair of correct processes is connected through a path of correct processes. If we
have a quiescent implementation of quasi reliable primitives SENDgCh i and RECEIVE iAh g for all processes and
!:X neighbor e , then we can obtain a quiescent implementation of reliable broadcast.
The implementation of reliable broadcast, a simple flooding algorithm taken from [HT94], is given in Figure 2
(the code consisting of lines 9 and 10 is executed atomically 7 ). It is clear that this implementation is quiescent.
Indeed, for every message  , an invocation of broadcast  can cause at most &V 1 invocations of SEND
per process. Moreover, since the implementation of SEND is quiescent, each invocation of SEND causes only a
finite number of invocations of sends. Thus, a finite number of invocations of broadcast causes a finite number
of invocations of sends.
7

A process





executes a region of code atomically if at any time there is at most one thread of in this region.
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6 Impossibility of Quiescent Reliable Communication
Quiescent reliable communication cannot be achieved in a network with process crashes and message losses. This
holds even if the network is completely connected, only a finite number of messages can be lost, and processes
have access to a Strong failure detector.
Theorem 1 Consider a network where every pair of processes is connected by a fair link and at most one process
may crash. Let  and  be any two distinct processes. There is no quiescent implementation of quasi reliable send
and receive from  to  . This holds even if we assume that only a finite number of messages can be lost, and the
implementation can use  .
Proof (Sketch). Assume, by contradiction, that there exists a quiescent implementation
SEND 4h  and RECEIVEh  using  . We now construct three runs of , namely, ¡ 0 , ¡ 1 and ¡
may SEND a message  to  and no other process invokes any SEND.

of quasi reliable
in which only 

2,

In run ¡ 0 ,  SENDs no messages, all processes are correct, all messages are received one time unit after they
are sent, and the failure detector behaves perfectly (i.e., no process suspects any other process). Since is
quiescent, there is a time 3 0 after which no messages are sent or received. By the Integrity property of SEND
and RECEIVE, process  never RECEIVEs any message.

Run ¡ 1 is identical to run ¡ 0 up to time 3 0 ; at time 3 0 < 1,  SENDs  to  , and  crashes; after time 3 0 < 1, no
processes crash, and all messages are received one time unit after they are sent; at all times, the failure detector
behaves perfectly (i.e.,  is suspected by all processes from time 3 0 < 1 on, and there are no other suspicions).
Since is quiescent, there is a time 3 1 3 0 after which no messages are sent or received.

In run ¡ 2 ,  and its failure detector module behave exactly as in run ¡ 0 (in particular,  does not crash and 
receives a message  in ¡ 2 whenever it receives  in ¡ 0 ); all other processes and their failure detector modules
behave exactly as in run ¡ 1 (in particular, a process \'¢ receives a message  in ¡ 2 whenever it receives 
in ¡ 1 ). Note that, in ¡ 2 , if messages are sent to or from  after time 3 0 , then they are never received.

We now show that in ¡ 2 the send and receive primitives satisfy the Integrity property. Assume that for some
^l 1, some process ! receives  from some process  times. There are several cases. (1) If !]'; then
 receives  from  times in ¡ 0 (since  behaves in the same way in ¡ 0 and ¡ 2 ). In ¡ 0 , by the Integrity
property of send and receive, sent  to  at least times. This happens by time 3 0 , since there are no sends
in ¡ 0 after time 3 0 . Note that by time 3 0 , behaves exactly in the same way in ¡ 0 *A¡ 1 and ¡ 2 . Thus sent 
\  and 'L , then ! receives  from : times in ¡ 1 (since !
to  at least times by time 3 0 in ¡ 2 . (2) If !'L
behaves in the same way in ¡ 1 and ¡ 2 ). In ¡ 1 , by the Integrity property of send and receive,  sent  to ! at
least times. This happens by time 3 0 , since  crashes at time 3 0 < 1 in ¡ 1 . By time 3 0 ,  behaves exactly in the
same way in ¡ 0 *8¡ 1 and ¡ 2 . Thus  sent  to ! at least times by time 3 0 in ¡ 2 . (3) If !]'L
\  and £\'¤ , then
! receives  from  times in ¡ 1 (since ! behaves in the same way in ¡ 1 and ¡ 2). By the Integrity property
of send and receive in ¡ 1 , sent  to ! at least times. Note that behaves exactly in the same way in ¡ 1
and ¡ 2 . Thus sent  to ! at least times in ¡ 2 . Therefore, the send and receive primitives in ¡ 2 satisfy the
Integrity property.

We next show that in ¡ 2 the send and receive primitives satisfy the Fairness property, and in fact only a finite
number of messages are lost. Note that  sends only a finite number of messages in ¡ 0 (since it does not send
messages after time 3 0 ), and every process \'¢ sends only a finite number of messages in ¡ 1 (since it does not
send messages after time 3 1 ). So, by construction of ¡ 2 , all processes send only a finite number of messages
in ¡ 2 . Therefore, only a finite number of messages are lost, and the send and receive primitives satisfy the
Fairness property.
Finally, we show that in ¡ 2 the failure detector satisfies the properties of a Strong failure detector. Indeed, there
are no crashes and therefore Strong Completeness holds vacuously; also there exists a process, namely  , which
9

is never suspected by any process, and so Weak Accuracy holds.
We conclude that ¡ 2 is a possible run of using  in a network with fair links that lose only a finite number of
messages. Note that in ¡ 2 : (a) both  and  are correct; (b)  SENDs  to  ; and (c)  does not RECEIVE  .
This violates the Quasi No Loss property of SEND 4h  and RECEIVEh  , and so is not an implementation of
¥
SEND 4h  and RECEIVEh  — a contradiction.
Theorem 1 and Remark 1 immediately imply:
Corollary 2 There is no quiescent implementation of reliable broadcast, even if the implementation can use  .
To overcome these impossibility results, we now introduce the heartbeat failure detector.

7 Definition of ¦§

y has the following features. The output of y at each process is a list
e 1 *.& 1 ,*-e 2 *.& 2  *-+,+-+ *-ero *x&o¨ , where 1 * 2 *,+-+,+-*po are the neighbors of , and each &p© is a nonnegative integer. Intuitively, & © increases while © has not crashed, and stops increasing if © crashes. We say that & © is the
heartbeat value of © at . The output of y at at time 3 , namely twe0*x38 , will be regarded as a vector indexed
by the set (. 1 * 2 *,+-+,+-*po/ . Thus, twe0*x38,ª ©8« is & © . The heartbeat sequence of © at is the sequence of the
heartbeat values of © at as time increases. y satisfies the following properties:
A heartbeat failure detector

k 

-Completeness: At each correct process, the heartbeat sequence of every faulty neighbor is bounded.
Formally:

51}*W5t~XRymH1I *x5mX >AST? ?8EA>-U H1#,*W5!IX > ?A@TBADEAG H1I¬_ E `qaCDc4ST? ,*8~X®}*W5¯3IX%
k 

:

twe0*x38,ª°! «± 

-Accuracy:
– At each process, the heartbeat sequence of every neighbor is nondecreasing. Formally:

51}*x5t~X]ymH1I *x5mX Π *
5!:X_ E `baTDc4SC? e *x563²Xm% :
twe0*.34,ª°! «³± twe0*x3< 1 ,ª°! «
– At each correct process, the heartbeat sequence of every correct neighbor is unbounded. Formally:

51}*W5t XRymH1I *x5mX >AST? ?8EA>-U H1I *
5!:X >AST? ?8EA>-U x´#¬Y_ E `baTDc4SC? e *
5µX®}*A 3IX% : twe0*.34-ª¶! « ¢
The class of all heartbeat failure detectors is denoted
to refer to an arbitrary member of that class.



. By a slight abuse of notation, we sometimes use 

It is easy to generalize the definition of  so that the failure detector module at each process outputs the
heartbeat of every process in the system [ACT97b], rather than just the heartbeats of the neighbors of , but we
do not need this generality here.
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8 Quiescent Reliable Communication Using ¦§
The communication networks that we consider are not necessarily completely connected, but we assume that
every pair of correct processes is connected through a fair path. We first consider a simple type of such networks,
in which every link is assumed to be bidirectional8 and fair (Fig. 1a). This assumption, a common one in practice,
allows us to give efficient and simple algorithms. We then drop this assumption and treat a more general type of
networks, in which some links may be unidirectional and/or not fair (Fig. 1b). For both network types, we give
quiescent reliable communication algorithms that use  . Our algorithms have the following feature: processes
do not need to know the entire network topology or the number of processes in the system; they only need to
know the identity of their neighbors.
In our algorithms, y#g denotes the current output of the failure detector y

8.1

at process .

The Simple Network Case

We assume that all links in the network are bidirectional and fair (Fig. 1a). We first give a quiescent implementation
of quasi reliable SEND 8h  and RECEIVEh  for the case 2X_ E,`baCDc4ST? HQ (see Fig. 3). To SEND a message  to
 , process  first forks the task repeat send T*.* B,EA  where seq is a fresh sequence number, and then it returns
from this SEND. Task repeat send T*xw* B,EA  , which runs in the background, repeatedly send 4·¹¸¯º=*.* B,EA  to
 , where ·2¸pº is a tag. This send occurs every time  queries its failure detector module and notices that the
heartbeat value of  has increased. The task repeat send terminates if  receives an acknowledgement O»²¼=½* B,EA 
from  . This acknowledgement is sent by  every time it receives 4·2¸¯ºJ*.* B,EA  . Process  RECEIVEs  at
the first time it receives 4·¹¸¯º=*.* B,EA  .
The code consisting of lines 7 and 8 is executed atomically, as well as the code consisting of lines 23 and 24. If
there are several concurrent executions of the repeat send task (lines 11–18), then each execution must have its
own private copy of all the local variables in this task, namely,  ,  , seq, hb and prev hb r.
We now show that the algorithm of Fig. 3 is correct and quiescent. Note that all variables are local to each process.
When ambiguities may arise, a variable local to process is subscripted by , e.g., Dc g is the local variable Dc of
process .
Lemma 3 (Integrity) For all

Rl

1, if  RECEIVEs 

from } times, then  SENT 

to  at least

times.

Proof. Note that, for any B _ ,  only RECEIVEs  from  on the first time it receives 4·2¸¯ºJ*.* B _p from  .
Since  RECEIVEs ¾ times then there are different values B _ 1 *-+,+-+,* B _po such that  receives 4·2¸¯ºJ*.* B _ © 
from  for each ¿XÀ( 1 *,+-+,+Á*8p/ . By the Integrity property of send and receive,  sends 4·¹¸¯º=*.* B _ ©  to 
before  receives 4·¹¸¯ºJ*.* B _ ©  from  . This send can only occur in line 16 of Task repeat send T*.* B _ ©  .
For each ¿Xw( 1 *-+,+-+,*A¯/ , Task repeat send T*.* B _ ©  can only be forked during an invocation of SEND 4h ¨ ,
and each such invocation forks only one task repeat send. Therefore,  SENT  to  at least times.
¥

be a message and ¤l 1, and consider a run in which  invokes SEND 4h   exactly times. For
¿{' 1 *,+-+-+,*A , we can associate a sequence number B _ © with the ¿ -th invocation of SEND 4h C as follows: we
let B _ © be the value of the global variable seq after line 7 is executed during the ¿ -th invocation. 9 Note that if
Â '|
\ ¿ then B _¯Ã}' \ B _ © , since during each invocation of SEND 8h  the global variable seq is increased by one, and
it can never be decreased.
Let
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In our model, this means that link
is in the network if and only if link
is in the network. In other words,
neighbor
if and only if
neighbor .
9
If crashes during the -th invocation before executing line 7, we let sn be equal to one plus the value of the global variable seq at
the time of the invocation.
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1

For process  :

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

Initialization:
B,EAÉÍ 0
To execute SEND 8h C :
B,EAÉÍÎB,EA < 1
fork task repeat send T*.*
return

(

seq is the current sequence number

/

B,EA 

task repeat send T*.* B,EA  :
Ï ?AE Ð Dc ?#Í V 1
repeat periodically

DcÍ Ñ
y g
D c ?ÒÓDdc ª  « then
if Ï ?AE Ð 
send 4h ¨4·2¸¯ºJ*.* B,EA 
Ï ?8E Ð Dc ?IÍÎDc ª  «
until receive 8h ¨O»²¼=½* B,EA  from 
(

query the heartbeat failure detector

/

For process  :
upon receiveh  4·2¸pº=*xw* B,EA  do
if this is the first time  receives
sendh  O»=¼²½* B,EA 

4·2¸¯ºJ*.* ,B EA 

from  then RECEIVE h 



Figure 3: Simple network case — quiescent implementation of SEND 8h  and RECEIVEh  using

¹XY_ E,`baCDc4ST? HQ

Lemma 4 (Quasi No Loss) For all Rl 1, if both  and  are correct and  SENDs 
 RECEIVEs  from  at least times.

to  exactly



for

times, then

Proof. Suppose, by contradiction, that  RECEIVEs  from  less than times. Notice that  RECEIVEs 
from  every time it receives from  a message of the form 4·¹¸¯º=*.*AÔ¨ that it did not receive before. Let B _ ©
be the sequence number associated with the ¿ -th invocation of SEND 8h T . Since all the B _ © ’s are distinct, there
is some ¿RXw( 1 *-+,+-+,*A¯/ such that 8·2¸¯ºJ*.* B _ ©  is never received by  from  . Since each sequence number is
associated with a unique message,  sends O»=¼=½Õ* B _ ©  only if it receives 8·2¸¯ºJ*.* B _ ©  . We conclude that 
never sends O»²¼=½* B _ ©  to  . By the Integrity property of send and receive,  never receives O»²¼=½* B _ ©  from
 . When  invokes SEND 4h ¨ for the ¿ -th time, it forks a task repeat send to repeatedly send 4·¹¸¯ºJ*.* B _ © 
to  . This task will be referred to as task Ö . Task Ö never terminates, because it can only do so if  crashes or if 
receives ×»=¼=½Õ* B _ ©  from  . Therefore, the loop in lines 13–18 of task Ö is repeated infinitely often. Moreover,
since  is correct, the  -Accuracy property guarantees that the heartbeat sequence of  at  is nondecreasing and
unbounded, and thus the condition in line 15 evaluates (in task Ö ) to true an infinite number of times. Therefore 
sends 4·2¸¯º²*xw* B _d©Q to  an infinite number of times. By the Fairness property of send and receive,  receives
4·2¸pºJ*xw* B _F©Á from  at least once — a contradiction.
¥
We now show that the implementation in Fig. 3 is quiescent. In order to do so, we focus on a single invocation
of SEND and show that it causes only a finite number of invocations of sends. This immediately implies that
a finite number of invocations of SENDs cause only a finite number of invocations of sends. So consider one
12

particular invocation of SEND 4h C , and let sn be the sequence number associated with . It is clear that, if
 does not crash, causes invocations of send 4h ¨4·2¸pºJ*xw* B _r in task repeat send T*xw* B _ . When  receives
4·2¸pºJ*xw* B _ from  , it invokes sendh CO»=¼=½Õ* B _ . So may also cause invocations of sendh CO»²¼=½Õ* B _r ,
and it is clear that does not cause any other invocations of sends. Therefore, a send caused by is either
send8h ¨8·2¸¯ºJ*.* B _ or sendh CO»²¼=½Õ* B _r .
We next show that  sends 8·2¸¯º=*.* B _ to  only a finite number of times, and that  sends
only a finite number of times. This implies that causes only a finite number of sends.

O»²¼=½* B _



to

Lemma 5  sends MSG *.* sn  to  an infinite number of times if and only if  sends ACK * sn  to  an infinite
number of times.
Proof. If  sends 8·2¸¯ºJ*.* B _ to  an infinite number of times, then  is correct, and the condition in line 15
evaluates to true an infinite number of times. Therefore, the heartbeat sequence of  at  is unbounded. So, by
 -Completeness,  is correct. Then by the Fairness property of send and receive,  receives 4·2¸pºJ*xw* B _ an
infinite number of times. Since  sends O»=¼²½* B _p to  each time it receives 4·2¸pº=*xw* B _ ,  sends O»=¼²½* B _
to  an infinite number of times.
Conversely, if  sends O»=¼=½Õ* B _p to  an infinite number of times, then  receives
number of times, so, by the Integrity property of send and receive,  sends 8·2¸¯ºJ*.* B
of times .



Corollary 6

4·2¸¯ºJ*.* B _p an infinite
_ to  an infinite number
¥

sends MSG *.* sn  to  only a finite number of times.

Proof. For a contradiction, suppose that  sends 4·2¸pºJ*xw* B _r to  an infinite number of times. Then  sends
O»=¼²½* B _ to  an infinite number of times by Lemma 5. By the Fairness property of send and receive, 
eventually receives ×»=¼=½Õ* B _r from  . Thus, the condition in line 18 (of task repeat send T*xw* B _³ ) becomes
true. Therefore, the task repeat send T*.* B _ eventually terminates and so it sends 4·2¸pºJ*xw* B _r to  only a
finite number of times — a contradiction.
¥
Corollary 7



sends ACK * sn  to  only a finite number of times.

¥

Proof. From Lemma 5 and Corollary 6.
Lemma 8 The algorithm of Fig. 3 is quiescent.
Proof. From Corollaries 6 and 7, and the remarks before Lemma 5.

¥

From Lemmata 3, 4, and 8 we have:
Theorem 9 For the simple network case and any ¹X neighbor WQ , Fig. 3 is a quiescent implementation of quasi
reliable SEND 8h  and RECEIVEh  that uses  .
From this theorem, and Remarks 1 and 2, we have:
Corollary 10 In the simple network case, quasi reliable send and receive between every pair of processes and
reliable broadcast can both be implemented with quiescent algorithms that use  .
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8.2

The General Network Case

In this case (Fig. 1b), some links may be unidirectional, e.g., the network may contain several unidirectional rings
that intersect with each other. Moreover, some links may not be fair (and processes do not know which ones are
fair).
Achieving quiescent reliable communication in this type of network is significantly more complex than before.
For instance, suppose that we seek a quiescent implementation of quasi reliable send and receive. In order for the
sender  to SEND a message  to the receiver  , it has to use a diffusion mechanism, even if  is a neighbor of
 (since link ØZ[ may be unfair). Because of intermittent message losses, this diffusion mechanism needs to
ensure that  is repeatedly sent over fair links. But when should this repeated send stop? One possibility is to
use an acknowledgement mechanism. Unfortunately, the link in the reverse direction may not be fair (or may not
even be part of the network), and so the acknowledgement itself has to be “reliably” diffused — a chicken and
egg problem.
Figure 4 shows a quiescent implementation of reliable broadcast (by Remark 1 it can be used to obtain quasi
reliable send and receive between every pair of processes). For each message  that is broadcast, each process
maintains a variable aS¨U g ª  « containing a set of processes. Intuitively, a process ! is in aS¨U g ª  « if has evidence
that ! has delivered  . In order to broadcast a message  , first delivers  ; then initializes variable aS¨U g ª  «
to (.Ù/ and forks task GT` Ú}ÛFB,E  ; finally returns from the invocation of broadcast  . The task GT` Ú}ÛFB,E  at
runs in the background. In this task, periodically checks if, for some neighbor !X \ aS¨U g ª  « , the heartbeat of !
at has increased, and if so, sends a message containing  to all neighbors whose heartbeat increased — even
to those who are already in aS¨U g ª  « .10 The task terminates when all neighbors of are contained in aS¨U g ª  « .
All messages sent by the algorithm are of the form * aS¨U Ü2B4a *xÏ @¨UD  where got msg is a set of processes and
Ï @¨UD is a sequence of processes. Upon the receipt of such a message, process first checks if it has already
delivered  and, if not, it delivers  and forks task GT` Ú}ÛFB,E  . Then adds the contents of aS¨U Ü2B4a to aS¨U g ª  «
and appends itself to Ï @¨UD . Finally, forwards the new message * aS¨U Ü2B4a *.Ï @¨UD  to all its neighbors that
appear at most once in Ï @¨UD .
The code consisting of lines 18 through 26 is executed atomically. Each concurrent execution of the diffuse task
(lines 9 to 16) has its own private copy of all the local variables in this task, namely  , hb, and prev hb.
We now show that this implementation is correct and quiescent.
Lemma 11 (Uniform Integrity) For every message
only if  was previously broadcast by sender  .



, every process delivers message



at most once, and

Proof (Sketch). Let  be a message and be a process. Line 19 guarantees that delivers  at most once. Now
suppose process delivers  . It can do that either in line 4 or line 20. In the first case, previously broadcast 
and clearly ' B,E _ GE ?  . In the second case, must have received a message of the form w*8Ô*AÔ¨ . By the
Integrity property of send and receive, a message of the form *AÔ*8Ô¨ was previously sent. An easy induction
shows that this can only happen if  was previously broadcast by B,E _ GE,?  .
¥
Lemma 12 (Validity) If a correct process broadcasts a message  , then it eventually delivers  .
Proof. If a correct process broadcasts 

then it eventually executes line 4 and delivers  .

¥

We next show that every process in aS¨U g ª  « delivered  . But first, we should be concerned about when the
initialization of aS¨U g ª  « takes place. We do not assume aS¨U g ª  « is initialized to the empty set at start-up. Doing
so would be impractical since the set of all possible messages  that can ever be broadcast can be infinite. Instead,
10



It may appear that does not need to send this message to processes in got
that this “optimization” would make the algorithm fail.
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ÝTÞ ßà , since they already got it! The reader should verify

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

For every process :
To execute broadcast  :
deliver 

aS¨U ª  « Í (.³/

fork task diffuse 
return
task diffuse  :
for all !:XY_ E,`baCDc4ST?
repeat periodically

e

do Ï

?8E,Ð D c °ª ! « Í V

1

DcÍ yÑg

( query the heartbeat failure detector /
E b` aTDc4SC? e , !¹X \ aS¨U ª  « and Ï ?AE Ð Dc ª¶! « ÒLDc ª°! « then
E `baTDdc4ST? e such that Ï ?8E,Ð Ddc ª°! « ÒLDc ª¶! « do sendgCh iC* aS¨U ª  « *
?Ï 8E Ð DcÍáDc
until _ E,`baCDc4ST? eJ9 aS¨U ª  «
upon receivegTh iCw* aSTU Ü2B4a *.Ï @¨UD  do
if has not previously executed deliver  then
deliver 
aSTU ª  « Í (.Ù/
fork task diffuse 
aS¨U ª  « ÍjaS¨U ª  «dâ aS¨U Ü2B4a
Ï @¨UD7Í Ï @¨UD2ã
for all ! such that !ØX_ E,`baCDc4ST? e and ! appears at most once in Ï @TUD do
sendgCh iC* aS¨U ª  « *.Ï @¨UD 
if for some !:X_
for all !:XY_

Figure 4: General network case — quiescent implementation of broadcast and deliver using 
each process initializes aS¨U g ª  « either when it broadcasts  (see line 5), or when it first “hears” about  (see
line 21). This guarantees that aS¨U g ª  « is never used before it is initialized. We next establish invariants for
aS¨U g ª  « , but one should always keep in mind that these invariants only hold after initialization has occurred.
Lemma 13 For any processes and ! , (1) if at some time 3 ,
(2) When gotg ª  « is initialized, X gotg ª  « ; (3) if !:X gotg ª 

!7X gotg ª  « then !7X
« then ! delivered 

.

gotg

ª «

at every time 3

 l£3 ;

Proof (Sketch). (1) and (2) are clear from the algorithm and (3) follows from the Integrity property of send and
¥
receive.
Lemma 14 For every 

and path, there is a finite number of distinct messages of the form

Proof. Any message of the form
Lemma 15 Suppose link Z
eventually delivers  .

!

*AÔ*xÏ ¨@ UD 

is fair, and

is equal to
and

!

w*xäp*.Ï ¨@ UD 

w*8Ô* path  .

for some äR9 Π, where Π is a finite set.

are correct processes. If

delivers a message



, then

¥
!

Proof. Suppose, by contradiction, that delivers  and ! never delivers  . Since delivers  and it is correct,
it forks task GT` Ú}ÛFB,E  . Since ! does not deliver  , by Lemma 13 part (3) ! never belongs to aS¨U g ª  « . Since
15

is correct, this implies that executes the loop in lines 11–16 an infinite number of times. Since ! is a correct
neighbor of , the  -Accuracy property guarantees that the heartbeat sequence of ! at is nondecreasing and
unbounded. Thus, the condition in line 13 evaluates to true an infinite number of times. Therefore, executes
line 14 an infinite number of times, and so sends a message of the form w*8Ô* to ! an infinite number of
times. By Lemma 14, there exists a subset a¨å 9 Π such that sends message *.ä 0 *q infinitely often to ! . So,
by the Fairness property of send and receive, ! eventually receives *.ä 0 *q . Therefore, ! delivers  . This
¥
contradicts the assumption that ! does not deliver  .
Lemma 16 (Agreement) If a correct process delivers a message  , then all correct processes eventually deliver
 .
Proof. Suppose that some correct process delivers  . For every correct process ! , there is a simple fair path
e 1 *-+,+-+,*roC from to ! with 1 'æ and ro'¾! . By successive applications of Lemma 15, we conclude that
¥
2 *q 3 *-+,+-+-*qro eventually deliver  . Therefore !Ñ'wo eventually delivers  .
We now show that the implementation of Fig. 4 is quiescent. In order to do so, we focus on a single invocation
of broadcast and show that it causes only a finite number of invocations of sends. This implies that a finite
number of invocations of broadcast cause only a finite number of invocations of sends.
Let  be a message and consider an invocation of broadcast  . This invocation can only cause the sending of
messages of form w*8Ô*AÔ¨ . Thus, all we need to show is that every process eventually stops sending messages
of this form.
Lemma 17 Let be a correct process and ! be a correct neighbor of . If forks task diffuse  , then eventually
condition !7X gotg ª  « holds forever.

Proof. By Lemma 13 part (1), we only need to show that eventually ! belongs to aS¨U g ª  « . Suppose, by
contradiction, that ! never belongs to aS¨U g ª  « . Let e 1 * 2 *,+-+-+,*roAçb be a simple fair path from to ! with 1 'w
Â Ò , let
and o çÑ'è! . Let e o ç×*q o ç 1 *,+-+,+-*poT be a simple fair path from ! to with oY'¾ . For 1 ±
$
Â
" Ã 'ée 1 * 2 *,+-+-+,* Ã  . Note that for 1 ± Ò , process Ã 1 appears at most once in " Ã .

$

We claim that for each ¿' 1 *-+,+-+-*8ÕV 1, there is a set ä © containing (. 1 *q 2 *-+,+-+ *q © / such that © sends *.ä © *A" © 
to © 1 an infinite number of times. For ¿R'é¹V 1, this claim together with the Fairness property of send and
$
receive immediately implies that o' eventually receives w*xäo-s 1 *8"³o-s 1  . Upon the receipt of such a
message, adds the contents of äo-s 1 to its variable aS¨U g ª  « . Since äo-s 1 contains roAç='! , this contradicts the
fact that ! never belongs to aSTU g ª  « .

We show the claim by induction on ¿ . For the base case note that, since ! never belongs to aS¨U g ª  « and ! is a
neighbor of 1 'L , then 1 executes the loop in lines 11–16 an infinite number of times. Since ! is a correct
neighbor of 1 , the  -Accuracy property guarantees that the heartbeat sequence of ! at 1 is nondecreasing and
unbounded. Thus, the condition in line 13 evaluates to true an infinite number of times. So 1 executes line 14
infinitely often. Since 2 is a correct neighbor of 1 , its heartbeat sequence is nondecreasing and unbounded, and
so 1 sends a message of the form w*8Ô* 1  to 2 an infinite number of times. By Lemma 14, there is some ä 1
such that 1 sends *.ä 1 * 1  to 2 an infinite number of times. Note that Lemma 13 parts (1) and (2) implies
that 1 X]ä 1 . This shows the base case.

For the induction step, suppose that for ¿ Ò V 1, © sends w*xä © *A" ©  to © 1 an infinite number of times, for
$
some ä © containing (. 1 * 2 *,+-+-+* © / . By the Fairness property of send and receive, © 1 receives *.ä © *A" © 
$
from © an infinite number of times. Since © 2 is a neighbor of © 1 and appears at most once in " © 1 , each time
$
$
$
© $ 1 receives w*xä © *A" ©  , it sends a message of the form *AÔ*8" © $ 1  to © $ 2. It is easy to see that each such
message is *.äp*8" © 1  for some ä that contains both ä © and © 1. By Lemma 14, there exists ä © 1 9 Π such
$
$
$
that ä © 1 contains (. 1 * 2 *,+-+-+,* © 1 / and © 1 sends w*xä © 1 *A" © 1  to © 2 an infinite number of times.
¥

$

$

$

$
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$

$

Corollary 18 If a correct process
diffuse  .

forks task diffuse  , then eventually

stops sending messages in task

Proof. For every neighbor ! of , there are two cases. If ! is correct then eventually condition !:X]ädê,3gdª  « holds
forever by Lemma 17. If ! is faulty, then the  -Completeness property guarantees that the heartbeat sequence
of ! at is bounded, and so eventually condition Ï ?8E,Ð Ddc g ª¶! « l Dc gdª°! « holds forever. Therefore, there is a time
after which the guard in line 13 is always false. Hence, eventually stops sending messages in task GT` Ú}ÛFB,E  .

¥

Lemma 19 If some process sends a message of the form
in path.

*AÔ* path  , then no process appears more than twice

Proof (Sketch). By line 25 of the algorithm, a process sends a message w*xäp*.Ï @¨UD  to a process ! only if !
appears at most once in path. The result follows by an easy induction that uses this fact and the Integrity property
of send and receive.
¥
Lemma 20 (Quiescence) Eventually every process stops sending messages of the form

w*8Ô*AÔ¨ .

Proof. Suppose for a contradiction that some process never stops sending messages of the form w*8Ô*AÔ¨ .
Note that must be correct. By Lemma 19, the third component of a message of the form *AÔ*8Ô¨ ranges over a
finite set of values. Therefore, for some Ï @¨UD , sends an infinite number of messages of the form *AÔ*.Ï @¨UD  .
By Lemma 14, for some ä9 Π, sends an infinite number of messages *.ä¯*.Ï @¨UD  . So, for some process ! ,
process invokes sendgCh i w*xäp*.Ï @¨UD  an infinite number of times.

There are two cases. First, if Ï @¨UD is empty we immediately reach a contradiction since a send with empty path
can occur neither in line 14 nor in line 26. For the second case, suppose that Ï @¨UD consists of at least one process
and let Ï @¨UD '¾e 1 *-+,+-+-*qroC , where l 1. Corollary 18 shows that there is a time after which stops sending
messages in its task GT` Ú}ÛFB,E  . Since only invokes send in task GT` Ú}ÛFB,E  or in line 26, then an infinite
number of invocations of sendgCh iC*.äp*xÏ @¨UD  occurs at line 26. Each such invocation can occur only when
receives a message of the form w*8Ô*.Ï @¨UD   where Ï @¨UD  '  1 *,+-+,+-*po-s 1  . So receives a message of the
form w*8Ô*.Ï @¨UD q an infinite number of times. By the Integrity property of send and receive, there is an infinite
number of sends of a message of this form to . By Lemma 14, for some ä  9 Π, there is an infinite number of
sends w*xä  *.Ï @¨UD   to . Therefore, there exists a correct process  such that sendg ç hg *.ä  *.Ï @¨UD   is invoked
oì
an infinite number of times. By repeating this argument :V 1 more times we conclude that there exist ärë 9 Π,
o
ì
ì
o
ì
o
s
o
ì
¨
@

U
D
ë  is invoked an infinite number of
and correct processes ³ë and ë 1 such that sendg-íïîxðOhg,íñî4ò 1ð w*xädë *.Ï
o
ì
¨
@

U
D
ë is empty.
times, where Ï
¥
From Lemmata 11, 12, 16, and 20 we have:
Theorem 21 For the general network case, Fig. 4 is a quiescent implementation of reliable broadcast that uses
 .
From this theorem and Remark 1 we have:
Corollary 22 In the general network case, quasi reliable send and receive between every pair of processes can
be implemented with a quiescent algorithm that uses  .

9 Implementations of ¦;§
We now give implementations of  for the two types of communication networks that we considered in the
previous sections. These implementations do not use timeouts.
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1

For every process :

2
3
4

Initialization:
for all !:XY_

E,`baCDc4ST? e

do y

g ª°! « Í

0

5
6
7
8
9
10
11

cobegin
óïó Task 1:
repeat periodically
for all !:XY_ E `baTDdc4ST?

do sendgCh i¨ô}õ»}ör÷ø=õF»¯÷}

óñó Task 2:

12
13
14

e

coend

upon receivegCh iCô}õF»}öp÷ø=õ»¯÷ do
yÑgª°! « Í yÑgdª°! « < 1

Figure 5: Simple network case — implementation of 

9.1

The Simple Network Case

We assume all links in the network are bidirectional and fair (Fig. 1a). In this case, the implementation is
obvious. Every process executes two concurrent tasks (Fig. 5). In the first one, periodically sends message
ôõF»}öp÷ø=õF»¯÷ to all its neighbors. The second task handles the receipt of ôõF»}öp÷ø=õF»¯÷ messages. Upon the
receipt of such a message from process ! , increases the heartbeat value of ! .
We now prove that the implementation is correct.
Lemma 23 ( -Completeness) At each correct process, the heartbeat sequence of every faulty neighbor is
bounded.

¥

Proof. Obvious.
Lemma 24 At each process , the heartbeat sequence of every neighbor ! is nondecreasing.
Proof. This is clear since y#gFª°! « can only be changed in line 13.

¥

! is unbounded.
,
E
b
`
C
a

D
4
c
T
S
?
H!C . Moreover, since ! is
Proof.
and all links are bidirectional, we have |XÀ_
correct, its Task 1 executes forever. Therefore, ! sends an infinite number of HEARTBEAT messages to . By
the Fairness property of send and receive, receives an infinite number of HEARTBEAT messages from ! .
Every time receives HEARTBEAT from ! , it increments yIgFª¶! « in line 13. So, increments y#gFª°! « an infinite
number of times. Moreover, by Lemma 24, yIgFª¶! « can never be decremented. So, the heartbeat sequence of ! at
is unbounded.
¥
Lemma 25 At each correct process , the heartbeat sequence of every correct neighbor
Since !]X¤_ E `qaCDc4ST? 

Corollary 26 ( -Accuracy) At each process the heartbeat sequence of every neighbor is nondecreasing, and
at each correct process the heartbeat sequence of every correct neighbor is unbounded.

¥

Proof. From Lemmata 24 and 25.
From Lemma 23 and the above corollary, we have:
Theorem 27 For the simple network case, Fig. 5 implements  .
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1

For every process :

2
3
4

Initialization:
for all !:XY_

E,`baCDc4ST? e

do y

g ª°! « Í

0

5
6
7
8
9
10
11

cobegin
óïó Task 1:
repeat periodically
for all !:XY_ E `baTDdc4ST?

do sendgCh i¨ô}õ»}ör÷ø=õF»¯÷ù*q

óñó Task 2:

upon receivegCh iCô}õF»}öp÷ø=õ»¯÷#*xÏ @¨UD  do
for all ! such that !:Xw_ E,`baCDc4ST? e and ! appears in Ï
yÑgFª°! « Í yùgFª°! « < 1

12
13
14
15
16
17
18

e

coend

Ï @¨UD¹Í Ï @¨UDã
for all ! such that !:Xw_ E,`baCDc4ST? e
sendgCh iCôõF»}öp÷ø=õF»¯÷Ñ*.Ï @¨UD 

@¨UD

do

and ! does not appear in Ï

@TUD

do

Figure 6: General network case — implementation of 

9.2

The General Network Case

In this case some links may be unidirectional and/or not fair (Fig. 1b). The implementation is more complex than
before because each HEARTBEAT has to be diffused, and this introduces the following problem: when a process
receives a HEARTBEAT message it has to relay it even if this is not the first time receives such a message.
This is because this message could be a new “heartbeat” from the originating process. But this could also be an
“old” heartbeat that cycled around the network and came back, and must avoid relaying such heartbeats.
The implementation is given in Fig. 6. Every process executes two concurrent tasks. In the first task,
periodically sends message 4ôõF»}öp÷ø=õF»¯÷É* to all its neighbors. The second task handles the receipt of
messages of the form ôõF»}öp÷ø=õF»¯÷Ñ*.Ï @¨UD  . Upon the receipt of such message from process ! , increases the
heartbeat values of all its neighbors that appear in Ï @¨UD . Then appends itself to Ï @TUD and forwards message
ôõF»}öp÷ø=õF»¯÷Ñ*.Ï @¨UD  to all its neighbors that do not appear in path.
We now proceed to prove the correctness of the implementation.
Lemma 28 At every process , the heartbeat sequence of every neighbor ! is nondecreasing.
Proof. This is clear since y#gFª°! « can only be changed in line 14.

¥

Lemma 29 At each correct process, the heartbeat sequence of every correct neighbor is unbounded.
Proof. Let be a correct process, and ! be a correct neighbor of . Let "ú'e 1 *,+-+-+,*roC be a simple fair path
from ! to with 1 '! and ro'¢ . For ¿' 1 *,+-+-+,*A , let " © 'e 1 *-+-+,+-*q ©  . For each ¿' 1 *,+-+,+-*AV 1, we
claim that © sends ô}õF»}öp÷ø=õ»¯÷#*8" ©  to © 1 an infinite number of times. We show this by induction on ¿ .
$
For the base case (¿Y' 1), note that 1 '! is correct, so its Task 1 executes forever and therefore 1 sends
ôõF»}öp÷ø=õF»¯÷Ñ* 1  to all its neighbors, and thus to 2, an infinite number of times. For the induction step, let
19
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1 and assume that © sends ô}õF»}öp÷ø=õ»¯÷#*8" ©  to © 1 an infinite number of times. Since © 1 is
$
$
correct and the link © Zû © 1 is fair, © 1 receives 4ôõF»}öp÷ø=õF»¯÷É*A" ©  an infinite number of times. Moreover,
$
$
© $ 2 does not appear in " © $ 1 and © $ 2 is a neighbor of © $ 1, so each time © $ 1 receives 4ôõF»}öp÷ø=õF»¯÷Ñ*A" ©  , it
sends ôõF»}öp÷ø=õF»¯÷Ñ*A" © 1  to © 2 in line 17. Therefore, © 1 sends ô}õ»}ör÷ø=õF»¯÷#*8" © 1  to © 2 an infinite
$
$
$
$
$
number of times. This shows the claim.

For ¿£'èmV 1 this claim shows that o-s 1 sends ôõF»}öp÷ø=õF»¯÷É*A"Ùo-s 1  to ro an infinite number of times.
Process ro is correct and link o-s 1 Z[po is fair, so o receives ôõF»}öp÷ø=õF»¯÷Ñ*A"³o-s 1  an infinite number of
times. Note that !mXL_ E,`baCDc4ST? eoQ (since roR'L ) and !XÀ"³o-s 1 (since 1 '! ). So every time ro receives
ôõF»}öp÷ø=õF»¯÷Ñ*A"³o-s 1  , it increments y#g î ª°! « in line 14. So y#g î ª°! « is incremented an infinite number of times. Note
that, by Lemma 28, yÑg î ª°! « can never be decremented. So, the heartbeat sequence of ! at ÙoÑ'w is unbounded. ¥
Corollary 30 ( -Accuracy) At each process the heartbeat sequence of every neighbor is nondecreasing, and
at each correct process the heartbeat sequence of every correct neighbor is unbounded.

¥

Proof. From Lemmata 28 and 29.
Lemma 31 If some process sends HEARTBEAT * path  then (1)
process appears twice in path.

is the last process in path and (2) no

Proof (Sketch). This follows from lines 9, 15 and 16, and a simple induction that uses the Integrity property of
¥
send and receive.
Lemma 32 Let , ! be processes, and path be a non-empty sequence of processes. If receives message
HEARTBEAT * path ã !C an infinite number of times, then ! receives message HEARTBEAT * path  an infinite
number of times.

Proof. Let  be the message ô}õ»}ör÷ø=õF»¯÷#*xÏ @TUDmã !T and let  0 be the message ô}õF»}öp÷ø=õ»¯÷#*xÏ @¨UD  .
Suppose receives  an infinite number of times. By the Integrity property of send and receive, some process
 sends  to an infinite number of times. By Lemma 31 part (1), we have !Ñ'w  . Since the length of Ï @TUDIã !
is at least two, ! can only send  in line 17. So ! only sends  if it receives  0 . Therefore ! receives  0
an infinite number of times.
¥
Lemma 33 ( -Completeness) At each correct process, the heartbeat sequence of every faulty neighbor is
bounded.
Proof (Sketch). Let be a correct process and let ! be a faulty neighbor of . Suppose that the heartbeat sequence
of ! at is not bounded. Then increments y#gFª°! « an infinite number of times. So, for an infinite number of times,
receives messages of the form ô}õ»}ör÷ø=õF»¯÷#*8Ô¨ with a second component that contains ! . By Lemma 31
part (2), the second component of a message of the form ô}õ»}ör÷ø=õF»¯÷#*8Ô¨ ranges over a finite set of values.
Thus there exists a Ï @¨UD containing ! such that receives ôõF»}öp÷ø=õF»¯÷Ñ*.Ï @¨UD  an infinite number of times.

Let Ï @¨UD 'ü 1 *,+-+-+,*roQ . Then, for some ¿ ±
, © '~! . If ¿w'ý then, by the Integrity property of send
and receive and by Lemma 31 part (1), ! sends ôõF»}öp÷ø=õF»¯÷Ñ*.Ï @¨UD  to an infinite number of times. This
contradicts the fact that ! is faulty. If ¿ Ò
then, by repeated applications of Lemma 32, we conclude that © 1
$
receives message ô}õ»}ör÷ø=õF»¯÷#*-e 1 *-+-+,+ *F©Á4 an infinite number of times. Therefore, by the Integrity property
of send and receive and Lemma 31 part (1), 6© sends ô}õF»}öp÷ø=õ»¯÷ù*Qe 1 *-+,+-+-*qd©Q4 to d© 1 an infinite number
$
¥
of times. Since d©É'¤! , this contradicts the fact that ! is faulty.
By Corollary 30 and the above lemma, we have:
Theorem 34 For the general network case, Fig. 6 implements  .
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For process  :

1
2

Initialization:
B,EAÉÍ 0

3
4
5

(

seq is the current sequence number

/

To execute R-SEND 8h C :
B,EAÉÍÎB,EA < 1

6

þ B,EAÑÍ[B,EA

7

broadcast *Qþ B,EA *A¨*.
wait until RECEIVEd O»²¼=½Õ*-þ B,EA
return

8
9
10
11



from 3< 1 processes

12

For every process :

13

upon deliver w*-þ B,EA *8*x  do
SENDgCh -O»=¼=½Õ*4ÿOÁ!C
if '¢ then R-RECEIVEh ,

14
15
16
17

Figure 7: Quiescent implementation of R-SEND 4h  and R-RECEIVEh  for & 23

10 Stronger Communication Primitives
Quasi reliable send and receive and reliable broadcast are sufficient to solve many problems (see Section 11.1).
However, stronger types of communication primitives, namely, reliable send and receive, and uniform reliable
broadcast, are sometimes needed. We now give quiescent implementations of these primitives for systems with
process crashes and message losses.
Let 3 be the number of processes that may crash. [BCBT96] shows that if 3:lÓ&Ù 2 (i.e., half of the processes
may crash) these primitives cannot be implemented, even if we assume that links may lose only a finite number
of messages and we do not require that the implementation be quiescent.

We now show that if 3 Ò &Ù 2 then there are quiescent implementations of these primitives for the two types
of network considered in this paper. The implementations that we give here are simple and modular but highly
inefficient. More efficient ones can be obtained by modifying the algorithms in Figures 3 and 4. Hereafter, we
assume that 3 Ò &Ù 2.

10.1

Reliable Send and Receive

If a process  returns from the invocation of send 4h ¨ we say that  completes the sending of message  to
 . With quasi reliable send and receive, it is possible that  completes the sending of  to  , then  crashes, and
 never receives  (even though it does not crash). In contrast, with reliable send and receive primitives, if 
completes the sending of message  to a correct process  then  eventually receives  (even if  crashes). More
precisely, reliable send and receive satisfy Integrity (Section 4.2) and:

k
11

No Loss: For all Rl 1, if  is correct and  completes the sending of 
 from  at least times.11

to  exactly times, then  receives

The No Loss and Quasi No Loss properties are very similar to the Strong Validity and Validity properties in Section 6 of [HT94].
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For every process :

1
2

To execute uniform-broadcast( ):
broadcast 
return

3
4
5
6

upon deliver  do
for all !:X Π do SENDgCh iQO»²¼=½*.
wait until RECEIVEd O»²¼=½Õ*x from 3< 1 processes
uniform-deliver( )

7
8
9
10

Figure 8: Quiescent implementation of uniform reliable broadcast for & 23
Reliable send and receive primitives are denoted R-SEND/R-RECEIVE. As before, SEND/RECEIVE denote
the quasi reliable primitives.
Figure 7 shows a quiescent implementation of R-SEND and R-RECEIVE (the code consisting of lines 7 and 8
is executed atomically). It uses reliable broadcast and SEND/RECEIVE between every pair of processes. We
have already shown that these primitives have quiescent implementations using  for the two types of network
in consideration.
Roughly speaking, when  wishes to R-SEND  to  , it broadcasts a message that contains  ,  ,  and a fresh
sequence number, and then waits to RECEIVE 3< 1 acknowledgements for that message before returning from
this invocation of R-SEND. When a process delivers this broadcast message, it SENDs an acknowledgement
back to  , and if ]'À then it also R-RECEIVEs  from  . The proof of correctness is straightforward and thus
omitted.

10.2

Uniform Reliable Broadcast

The Agreement property of reliable broadcast states that if a correct process delivers a message  , then all correct
processes eventually deliver  . This requirement allows a faulty process (i.e., one that subsequently crashes)
to deliver a message that is never delivered by the correct processes. This behavior is undesirable in some
applications, such as atomic commitment in distributed databases [Gra78, Had86, BT93]. For such applications, a
stronger version of reliable broadcast is more suitable, namely, uniform reliable broadcast which satisfies Uniform
Integrity, Validity (Section 5.2) and:

k

Uniform Agreement [NT90]: If any process delivers a message
deliver  .



, then all correct processes eventually

Figure 8 shows a quiescent implementation of uniform reliable broadcast which uses reliable broadcast and
SEND/RECEIVE between every pair of processes. The proof of correctness is straightforward and thus omitted.

11 Using ¦§ to Extend Previous Work



can be used to extend previous work in order to solve problems with algorithms that are both quiescent and
tolerant of process crashes and messages losses.
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11.1

Extending Existing Algorithms to Tolerate Link Failures



can be used to transform many existing algorithms that tolerate process crashes into quiescent algorithms that
tolerate both process crashes and message losses. For example, consider the randomized consensus algorithms
of [Ben83, Rab83, CMS89, FM90], the failure-detector based ones of [CT96, AT96], the probabilistic one of
[BT85], and the algorithms for atomic broadcast in [CT96], -set agreement in [Cha93], atomic commitment
in [Gue95], and approximate agreement in [DLP $ 86]. These algorithms tolerate process crashes, and they use
quasi reliable send and receive, and/or reliable broadcast, as their sole communication primitives. All of these
algorithms can be made to tolerate both process crashes and message losses (with fair links) in two simple steps:
(1) implement  as described in Section 9, and (2) plug in the quiescent communication primitives given in
Section 8.12 The resulting algorithms tolerate message losses and are quiescent.

11.2

Extending Results of [BCBT96]

Another way to solve problems with quiescent algorithms that tolerate both process crashes and message losses
is obtained by extending the results of [BCBT96]. That work addresses the following question: given a problem
that can be solved in a system where the only possible failures are process crashes, is the problem still solvable
if links can also fail by losing messages? One of the models of lossy links considered in [BCBT96] is called fair
lossy. Roughly speaking, a fair lossy link Zj! satisfies the following property: If sends an infinite number of
messages to ! and ! is correct, then ! receives an infinite number of messages from . Fair lossy and fair links
differ in a subtle way. For instance, if process sends the sequence of distinct messages  1 *. 2 *. 3 *-+-+,+ to !
and Zá! is fair lossy, then ! is guaranteed to receive an infinite subsequence, whereas if ZÎ! is fair, ! may
receive nothing (because each distinct message is sent only once). On the other hand, if sends the sequence
 1 *. 2 *. 1 *. 2 *-+,+-+ and Z ! is fair lossy, ! may never receive a copy of  2 (while it receives  1 infinitely
often), whereas if mZn! is fair, ! is guaranteed to receive an infinite number of copies of both  1 and  2 .13
[BCBT96] establishes the following result: any problem " that can be solved in systems with process crashes can
also be solved in systems with process crashes and fair lossy links, provided " is correct-restricted 14 or a majority
of processes are correct. For each of these two cases, [BCBT96] shows how to transform any algorithm that
solves " in a system with process crashes, into one that solves " in a system with process crashes and fair lossy
links. The algorithms that result from these transformations, however, are not quiescent: each transformation
requires processes to repeatedly send messages forever.

Given  , we can modify the transformations in [BCBT96] to ensure that if the original algorithm is quiescent then
so is the transformed one. Roughly speaking, the modification consists of (1) adding message acknowledgements;
(2) suppressing the sending of a message from to ! if either (a) has received an acknowledgement for that
message from ! , or (b) the heartbeat of ! has not increased since the last time sent a message to ! ; and
 
 
 
(3) modifying the meaning of the operation “append
1 to
2 ” so that only the elements in
1
 
 
are
actually
appended
to
.
The
results
in
[BCBT96],
combined
with
the
above
that are not in
2
2
modification, show that if a problem " can be solved with a quiescent algorithm in a system with crash failures
only, and either " is correct-restricted or a majority of processes are correct, then " is solvable with a quiescent
algorithm that uses  in a system with crash failures and fair lossy links.
12
Similar steps can be applied to algorithms that use reliable send/receive or uniform reliable broadcast, provided a majority of processes
are correct, by plugging in the implementations given in Section 10.
13
In [BCBT96], message piggybacking is used to overcome message losses. To avoid this piggybacking, in this paper we adopted the
model of fair links: message losses can now be overcome by separately sending each message repeatedly.
14
Intuitively, a problem  is correct-restricted if its specification does not refer to the behavior of faulty processes [Gop92, BN92].
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12 Generalization to Networks that Partition
In this paper, we assumed that every pair of correct processes are reachable from each other through fair paths. In
[ACT97b], we drop this assumption and consider the more general problem of quiescent reliable communication
in networks that may partition. In particular, we (a) generalize the definitions of quasi reliable send and receive and
of reliable broadcast, (b) generalize the definition of the heartbeat failure detector and implement it in networks
that may partition, and (c) show that this failure detector can be used to achieve quiescent reliable communication
in such networks. In [ACT97b] we also consider the problem of consensus for networks that may partition, and
we use  to solve this problem with a quiescent protocol (we also use a generalization of the Eventually Strong
failure detector [CT96]).

13 Quiescence versus Termination
In this paper we considered communication protocols that tolerate process crashes and message losses, and
focused on achieving quiescence. What about achieving termination? A terminating protocol guarantees that
every process eventually reaches a halting state from which it cannot take further actions. A terminating protocol
is obviously quiescent, but the converse is not necessarily true. For example, consider the protocol described at
the beginning of Section 1. In this protocol, (a)  sends a copy of  repeatedly until it receives   from  ,
and then it halts; and (b) upon each receipt of  ,  sends   back to  . In the absence of process crashes this
protocol is quiescent. However, the protocol is not terminating because  never halts:  remains (forever) ready
to reply to the receipt of a possible message from  .

Can we use  to obtain reliable communication protocols that are terminating? The answer is no, even for
systems with no process crashes. This follows from the result in [KT88] which shows that in a system with
message losses (fair links) and no process crashes there is no terminating protocol that guarantees knowledge
gain.
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